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The C.E.O.’s Information
TechnologyChallenge:
CREATING

E

TRUE

Information
technology has
emerged as a
key component
of competitive
advantage.

VALUE

by Charles V. Callahan and Joseph Nemec Jr.
VERY DAY, CHIEF executives around

number, breadth and scope.

the world and their boards of di-

I.T. projects run the gamut from

and C.E.O.’s realize they must make
these investments to remain compet-

rectors make tough investment

fixing the Year 2000, or “Y2K,” bug to

decisions. They launch products,

upgrading worldwide networks, re-

They also realize the stakes are

build plants, sign off on multimillion-

placing legacy systems and develop-

getting higher. In a fundamental shift

dollar acquisitions. As diligent in-

ing Internet capabilities to order prod-

in the focus of big-ticket I.T. invest-

vestors, they base their decisions on

ucts and services. Unquestionably,

ments, senior executives now demand

tangible results supported by detailed

these investment decisions are diffi-

that new I.T. investments actually

financial analyses aimed at building

cult. They are often complicated by a

build capabilities rather than just im-

shareholder value.

slew of obstacles: costs that are diffi-

prove ongoing operations. C.E.O.’s are

itive.

These same C.E.O.’s and direc-

cult to estimate, benefits that might or

discovering that more of their com-

tors must also, however, deal with a

might not materialize, requirements

panies’ ability to achieve competitive

new category of investments that

that evolve and change midstream, all

advantage hinges on delivering criti-

refuse to behave typically. These in-

contributing to significant delivery

cal-path I.T. initiatives. In short, I.T.

vestments involve information tech-

risk. But smart investments in I.T. al-

is more intertwined with executing

nology — and they are growing in

so offer the promise of huge rewards,

the corporation’s overall business

...............................
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strategy than ever before. Not surpris-

tinuous product innovation. Cisco’s

trast to the huge Enterprise Resource

ingly, this has intensified the urgency

growth has been fueled by an innova-

Planning software installations and in-

to build I.T.-enabled capabilities.

tive business model that incorporates

frastructure renewal projects of the

Most of us were amused when we

an aggressive acquisition strategy, a

early to mid-1990’s. While these pro-

first heard the technology communi-

series of alliances and partnerships

jects benefited most corporations by

ty characterize Internet years as “dog

and a second-to-none reputation for

providing them with modern, efficient

years” — shorthand for the opportu-

attracting and retaining the best peo-

software, hardware and network sys-

nity the Internet presents to achieve

ple. In parallel, Cisco’s top priorities

tems as they retired outdated and of-

business goals as much as seven

include making strategic I.T. invest-

times faster. But we’re not scoffing

ments. Cisco has exploited Internet

now. The rapid penetration of the In-

technology to develop capabilities

ternet coupled with advances in data-

that facilitate high

base technology and the availability

levels of customer

of global networks have remarkably

contact and customer

shortened the time needed to build

service in an open busi-

new capabilities with I.T. And cus-

ness model. Last year,

tomer and competitive pressures

Cisco handled more

have compressed both the time avail-

than 64 percent of its or-

able to make decisions and the sub-

ders and almost 70 percent

sequent startup time needed to

of its customer inquiries

launch the new efforts.

via the Web.

Recognizing the increasingly

The Home Depot:

pivotal role of I.T., a growing number

The

of C.E.O.’s have positioned their cor-

improvement retailer has a proven

world’s

largest

home-

porations to leverage I.T., thereby

business model for success: offer a

achieving competitive advantage

huge selection of in-stock discount

much faster than would have been

merchandise while keeping a knowl-

ten problematic legacy systems, their

possible in the not-too-distant past:

edgeable and friendly staff on the

track record has been mixed at best.

Charles Schwab: This leader in

floor at all times. This model is found-

Few of these projects have been de-

the emerging online trading industry

ed on rapid inventory replenishment,

livered on time and on budget. In too

provides low-commission, self-direct-

low operating costs and outstanding

many cases, the projects expanded

ed trading to the individual investor.

customer service. A fundamental

their scope, took twice as long to com-

Schwab created a new channel for in-

component of Home Depot’s strategy

plete as anticipated and cost two or

vestors by developing Internet con-

is to build these capabilities by mak-

three times more than expected —

nections to its existing trading sys-

ing long-term investments in I.T.

and still did not deliver anything near

tems. In less than two years, Schwab’s

Home Depot was one of the first re-

what they promised. What is more im-

online customer base has grown to

tailers to deploy hand-held comput-

portant, most of these projects did

more than 2 million users, with more

ers to better monitor inventory levels

not build capabilities (as promised),

than $130 billion in assets.

and to improve customer service on

but merely improved ongoing opera-

Cisco Systems: This worldwide

the floor. The company’s track record

tions.

leader in networking solutions has a

— more than 50 quarters of earnings

stellar track record of financial per-

growth — is extraordinary.

formance, market presence and con-

These efforts are in stark con-
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Almost every C.E.O. we know has
read about not only the well-chronicled I.T. failures but also the emerging
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EXHIBIT I
A FUNDAMENTAL SHIFT IN I.T. FOCUS FROM OPERATIONS
TO CAPABILITIES

This new ball game is literally
transforming the corporate landscape. It is forcing corporations to
rethink their strategies across entirely different sources of competitive advantage and time-to-market considerations. Paradoxically, while the
opportunities for I.T.-enabled competitive advantage are more attractive, the available time for seizing
these opportunities has been cut by
more than half. And the investments
required are materially greater —

Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton

commonly $50 million to $100 million,

...............................

sometimes far more. Undoubtedly,

corporate success stories based on

part of their agendas — not only to

vestments make them material; they

I.T. When pondering their own up-

keep the corporation competitive but

easily cross the corporation’s major

coming I.T. investments, the concerns

also to position it properly for the

investment threshold, all hitting the

C.E.O.’s express echo the questions

future. (See Exhibit I.)

C.E.O.’s radar screen and some even

they ask about all new business op-

The C.E.O.’s challenge in making

the size and complexity of these in-

requiring board approval.

portunities:

decisions about I.T. is all about recog-

Without question, C.E.O.’s must

• “What level of return should we ex-

nizing this fundamental shift in what

address these challenges using differ-

pect from these investments?” and,

I.T. can do for a company; truly, what

ent tools, all directed at realizing the

• “If we make the investment, will we

we have here is nothing less than a

business value from I.T. and doing so

realize the anticipated returns?”

whole new ball game. Together, the

more quickly. Realizing value com-

But uncertain as they may be

changing business environment and

mensurate with the level of I.T. in-

about what to do and how to do it, too

recent advances in Internet, database

vestments will require corporations

many C.E.O.’s still feel pressured into

and network technologies are trans-

to position these investments very

making huge I.T. investments because

forming the array of I.T. opportunities

differently.

they can find no alternative in the face

and challenges. Just a few years ago,

of overwhelming competitive pres-

C.E.O.’s did not worry much about

POSITIONING FOR COMPETITIVE

sures, compliance issues or long over-

globalization, engaging customers in

ADVANTAGE

due upgrades to out-of-date technol-

real time with every transaction or

Most of today’s market leaders are

ogy. Too often, C.E.O.’s are forced to

the promise of new electronic market

emerging from a long trek through

make I.T. decisions based on conven-

channels. But along came the Internet

major consolidation programs and

tional wisdom that is largely rooted in

and guess what? In today’s world, op-

re-engineering initiatives, all of which

the “improving ongoing operations”

portunities to globalize, engage cus-

had a decided cost-reduction focus.

rationale. But the shift that we are see-

tomers and suppliers in real time and

The majority of these programs had

ing to an “I.T. as capability builder”

facilitate knowledge-sharing and best

large I.T. components, most often

mindset is being driven by the real-

practices can be achieved in much

E.R.P. software initiatives that were

ization on the part of C.E.O.’s that I.T.

less time than anyone ever could have

designed to automate the newly

must be an increasingly important

imagined.

engineered business processes and
continued on page 6
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Capital One: a Strategic I.T. Model
t the Capital One Financial

Nigel Morris and Richard Fair-

the strategy had become woeful-

Corporation, one of the

bank, concluded that the field

ly inadequate over the years. Crit-

largest providers of MasterCard

was wide open for credit-card

ical information management

and Visa credit cards in the

companies that could anticipate

had been outsourced, and legacy

world, information technology is

credit terms that would appeal to

mainframe systems were outdat-

completely intertwined with the

very targeted sets of customers.

ed. To make matters worse, the

business and has been since the

While pitching this marketing

I.T. function itself was organized

company’s founders embarked

concept to banks across the coun-

in a traditional hierarchy that did

on a mission to market credit

try, they also met with represen-

little to foster innovative and ef-

cards to different types of cus-

tatives from the Oracle Corpora-

fective application development.

tomers just over a decade ago.

tion to discuss distributed

Based in Falls Church, Va.,

Enter new chief information

relational database technology.

officer Jim Donehey, formerly ex-

Capital One is a financial services

Their vision was a system into

ecutive director of I.T. in Europe

company that employs an infor-

which they could pour all kinds

for Goldman Sachs. Mr. Donehey

mation-based strategy to target

of information — credit-card bu-

recognized that Capital One’s sys-

and secure customers. By using

reau data, demographics, pur-

tems were held together with

proprietary integrated systems to

chased lists — then have the sys-

masking tape and bubble gum,

manage large volumes of data,

tem crunch through hundreds of

but he also saw the tremendous

the company continually tests

what-if scenarios to spit out care-

opportunity. Over the next sever-

new product offerings and pric-

fully screened lists of consumers.

al years, Mr. Donehey, along with

ing combinations on an array of

Within 18 months, Mr. Morris

Mr. Morris, the chief operating

products, including numerous

and Mr. Fairbank had signed a

officer, and Mr. Fairbank, the

Platinum and Gold credit cards as

deal with Signet Bank to market

chief executive, led a billion-

well as secured and customized

targeted credit cards. Their con-

dollar-plus investment in I.T.

credit cards for consumers with

cept paid off more quickly than

limited credit history. As of June

they anticipated: In one year,

got rid of the traditional, com-

1998, Capital One had more than

they doubled the number of

partmentalized I.T. organization

13.5 million customers, $15 billion

Signet cardholders to 2 million.

in which marketing, sales, human

in managed loans and informa-

The threesome immediately

The real challenge came in

resources and finance depart-

tion on approximately 120 million

1994, when Signet spun off its

ments each determined their

households in the United States,

credit-card division to form Capi-

own I.T. needs and approached

Canada and Britain.

tal One Financial. Although the

programmers to deliver solutions.

The company had its begin-

information-enabled marketing

Scrapping the service-station

nings in 1987 when two former

strategy continued to prove suc-

model of I.T. management,

banking-industry consultants,

cessful, the systems supporting

Capital One envisioned a
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management triangle in which

value calculations. This helped

tecture would enable Capital

new initiatives would be run by

the executives better understand

One’s systems to adjust rapidly to

one representative each from I.T.,

how to invest to maximize their

changing business conditions.

operations and corporate strate-

resources; the method proved so

gy. This triumvirate’s mission was

successful that it has since be-

enables market-driving capabili-

to break up departmental log-

come the company-wide standard

ties, it actually creates revenue

jams and let development man-

metric.

opportunities. With its propri-

agers focus on overarching busi-

At the same time, the compa-

At Capital One, I.T. not only

etary information-based strategy,

ness rationales. To increase the

ny invested tens of millions of

its enormous database of current

flow of ideas, Mr. Donehey elimi-

dollars in replacing and modern-

and potential customers, and its

nated the position of head of ap-

izing legacy systems so business

computer-driven models with

plication development and creat-

strategy would be supported

data-mining techniques employ-

ed the new position of business

more effectively. Now, more than

ing actuarial and behavioral prin-

information officer, who would

100 production databases plow

ciples, Capital One can predict

deliver the best solution for the

through more than 7,000 live

individual risk patterns and con-

business rather than shopping

product tests each year. More than

stantly uses them to develop new

the latest technology around to

10 million accounts, averaging 14

marketing opportunities. In 1997

the different departments.

transactions a month apiece, are

alone, Capital One’s customer

After they broke down orga-

serviced daily. In September 1997,

base grew by 40 percent. In less

nizational barriers, Capital One’s

Capital One went live with an ob-

than 10 years, the company has

senior executives turned their at-

ject-based business application,

increased the value of loans man-

tention to the metrics used to an-

and over the next two to three

aged from $1 billion to more

alyze I.T. investments. Instead of

years it will replace remaining

than $15 billion. And since 1994,

relying on orthodox return-on-

mainframes and client-server and

shareholder value has risen from

investment figures, which do not

desktop applications with a dis-

less than $20 a share to a high in

give any sense of the size of the

tributed, three-tier architecture

1998 of nearly $130, with a mar-

investments being evaluated,

because senior executives realized

they decided to use net-present-

that using a more modern archi-

ket capitalization of more than
&
SB
$6 billion.

continued from page 4

such E.R.P. projects require invest-

mental disconnect between what the

deliver a consistent view of all infor-

ments in the $50 million to $100 mil-

C.E.O.’s thought they were buying and

mation across the corporation. These

lion range, and sometimes substan-

what the projects really were. In

E.R.P. projects involve replacing the

tially more.

short, to sell these projects to the

corporation’s core legacy information

To gain insights into why these

C.E.O. or board, software suppliers

systems — the older, widely used sys-

huge I.T. investments haven’t deliv-

and I.T. managers alike positioned

tems that employ outdated technolo-

ered commensurate value, we ana-

many of them as initiatives that would

gy and are focused on a single func-

lyzed a range of I.T. investments at

deliver strategic or step-level changes

tion, generally in areas such as

more than 100 top corporations and

in competitive advantage; however, in

financial accounting, human re-

found that many shared a common

reality, most of the programs were

sources and purchasing. Quite often,

theme. What we found was a funda-

simply upgrades or replacements of
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legacy

outmoded

next step is to understand their own

investments must be grounded in an

telecommunications infrastructure or

systems

and

corporate profile — the company’s

objective assessment along four key

compliance-driven fixes to the Y2K

competitive positioning, its business

dimensions. (See Exhibit II.) The four

bug. Most were undoubtedly neces-

strategy and the method by which the

assessment categories are quite

sary upgrades that allowed corpora-

corporation currently deploys I.T.

straightforward:

tions to retire old technology or to

What works for one company with its

• Market-driving capabilities: those

standardize the data used corpora-

individual competitive position and

capabilities in which excellence

tion-wide. When we unravel the costs

unique set of market-driving capabili-

yields a sustainable competitive ad-

and benefits, however, the majority of

ties and I.T. capabilities may not work

vantage and allows the leaders to

these programs can best be described

for another, even if the two have sim-

drive the market — Dell’s “build to

as a cost of doing business rather

ilar positions in the market and offer

order” business model, for example.

than as an investment in competitive

similar products or services to the

• Role and impact of I.T.: the way

advantage.

same customer segment.

in which I.T. can deliver or support
each market-driving capability.

Now that many of these huge I.T.

Grounding I.T. investments in the

efforts focusing on ongoing opera-

business strategy and the competitive

• Current investment portfolio: the

tions have been completed, C.E.O.’s

positioning of the corporation may

prioritized investment opportuni-

are struggling with what lessons their

sound relatively simple. Indeed, many

ties, both I.T.-centric and non-I.T.-

corporations can take away. As a re-

top executives believe that aligning

related, about which the corpora-

sult of their trial by fire, many C.E.O.’s

the I.T. strategy with the business

have developed an intimate level of

strategy is the key to solving this

• I.T. cost and investment profile:

understanding about the difficult

problem. But in our view, this ap-

the detailed breakdown of the cor-

challenges and opportunities that are

proach fails to get at the root of the

poration’s budget for I.T., including

part of today’s I.T. world. Most remain

real issues. The challenge is not to

ongoing costs and one-time invest-

steadfastly focused on coming to

make sure that two strategy docu-

ments.

grips with how they can realize the

ments line up. Rather, the foundation

value from the next wave of I.T. in-

for repositioning the corporation’s I.T.

vestments. The majority ask the same

...............................

basic questions:
• “How can we realize the value of our

tion must make decisions.

This objective assessment of
market-driving

capabilities

EXHIBIT II
POSITIONING I.T. INVESTMENTS TO DELIVER VALUE

investments in I.T. projects?”
• “How can we take advantage of the

opportunities that the new I.T.
promises without mortgaging our
future?”
• “Why can’t we manage the returns

on our I.T. investments with any degree of certainty and confidence?”
Unfortunately, these questions
do not elicit any easy answers. First
and foremost, C.E.O.’s must understand that, when it comes to trying to
deploy I.T. to build competitive advantage, one size does not fit all. The

Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton
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serve as the basis for deciding I.T.’s

monies are typically allocated across

their corporations undertake the nec-

role in delivering the respective capa-

both new development and continu-

essary analyses of the full range of

bilities. Without it, subsequent I.T.

ing maintenance and enhancement

their I.T. costs and investments.

projects will likely be doomed to fail.

activities.
A WHOLE NEW BALL GAME

Surprisingly, we have found that many

Analyzing the corporation’s I.T.

of the corporations that are market

costs is fundamental to understand-

Recognizing that I.T. costs and invest-

leaders in their industries have not

ing the trade-offs between investing in

ments are growing is only the begin-

prioritized their I.T. investments to

continuing operations and infrastruc-

ning. The real breakthrough comes

support their business strategies.

ture, on one hand, and in building ca-

in understanding the corporation’s

In our work with C.E.O.’s, the

pabilities that can sustain or drive

potential to improve its future I.T. in-

most difficult analyses usually involve

competitive advantage, on the other.

vestment performance. Making in-

understanding the corporation’s I.T.

Opportunities to leverage scale and

vestments that can deliver competi-

costs. We often find considerable

achieve cost savings on the opera-

tive advantage requires a thorough

“hidden” costs in operating units and

tions side can be realized from out-

understanding of the impact they can

departments that purchase their own

sourcing, alliances and partnerships

have on your company’s operations

personal computers and software and

with suppliers. Each of these options

and strategy — changes that are like-

oversee their own maintenance and

presents trade-offs between cost sav-

ly to be realized much more quickly

support.

ings and control. C.E.O.’s and senior

than ever before.

The cost analysis is often com-

executives must consider whether

Fundamental to this understand-

plicated, but the results always pro-

they want to invest in building capa-

ing is the recognition that today’s

vide some compelling insights. In

bilities across all dimensions of their

business environment for building

nearly all major corporations, when

I.T. operations or whether they want

competitive advantage is undergoing

the total I.T. costs are aggregated,

to reallocate existing funds to capa-

a major transformation, driven by

about two-thirds of the annual I.T.

bility-building for the corporation. We

three key principles:

costs are fixed and are therefore

are seeing a growing number of senior

1. Emphasis is shifting toward

allocated — at least in the short term

executives who want to know their

the potential value delivered by I.T.

— to ongoing operations, such as the

corporation’s I.T. costs and invest-

outside the corporation. Most corpo-

data centers, the networks and all the

ment priorities so they can under-

rations have completed significant

required supporting infrastructure.

stand their options for reallocating

E.R.P. software installations and net-

The remainder is discretionary; it is

funds to capability-building initia-

work infrastructure projects as major

what is “available” for I.T. investments

tives.

improvements to their internal I.T. op-

that can help build new market-

Developing a full understanding

erations. We are now seeing a shift in

of all I.T. costs as well as current in-

I.T. projects to external opportunities

Realizing that only about a third

vestment performance is a critical

that engage customers, suppliers and

of their corporations’ I.T. spending is

step toward repositioning the corpo-

alliance partners as part of the cor-

available to build capabilities is a rude

ration to use I.T. to build market-dri-

poration’s “extended enterprise.” Ex-

awakening for many C.E.O.’s, espe-

ving capabilities. With the changing

amples include new channels, order

cially as they are already lamenting

corporate landscape resulting from

management, customer service and

how much they spend with so few

the consolidations and globalization

brand-building, all enabled by Inter-

tangible returns. In reality, the actual

initiatives of the early 1990’s — and

net technology and its universal reach.

dollars earmarked for development

the continuing pressure to deliver

2. Internet capabilities are af-

are often substantially less than a

short-term performance — it is pru-

fecting strategy, competitive position-

quarter of I.T. spending, since these

dent for all C.E.O.’s to make sure that

ing and business models of many cor-

driving capabilities.
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Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton

EXHIBIT III
A WHOLE NEW BALL GAME FOR I.T.

...............................
porations. The Internet has presented

or enhance their existing offerings.

the rapid adoption rate of new I.T. so-

new opportunities and challenges for

Smart companies like Schwab are ex-

lutions by customers and competi-

corporations to build competitive ad-

ploiting the new channel opportuni-

tors alike. All these factors under-

vantage. Competition and customer

ties by building Internet-access capa-

score the importance of making I.T.

needs will continue to drive demand

bilities and integrating across their

investment decisions in the context of

as corporations begin to reposition

traditional product offerings to offer

the corporation’s overall investment

their capabilities to take advantage of

alternatives. The challenge is to un-

priorities.

new channels, new cost structures

derstand where the risks are likely to

One of the best examples we’ve

and new business models, most of

be and build alternative capabilities,

seen of a company successfully meld-

which did not exist two years ago.

or risk “disintermediation.”

ing its I.T. investments with its busi-

The promise of electronic commerce

C.E.O.’s and their management

ness priorities is the Capital One Fi-

also presents additional challenges in

teams must understand how this

nancial Corporation, the leading

restructuring pieces of the existing or-

changing business environment af-

credit-card issuer in the United States.

der management, customer and sup-

fects their capacity to make success-

As discussed in the accompanying ar-

plier capabilities and their supporting

ful investments in I.T. (See Exhibit III.)

ticle, Capital One’s entire business

infrastructure.

C.E.O.’s now have the imperative to

model is predicated on using I.T. to

3. Traditional value chains are

get I.T. decisions right the first time. It

achieve business goals. The Dell Com-

being restructured by “disintermedi-

is critical for C.E.O.’s to recognize not

puter Corporation and Cisco are oth-

ating” the middleman. The Internet

only that the opportunity for building

er good examples of companies mak-

provides a low-cost, universal medi-

competitive advantage with I.T. is far

ing strategic investments in I.T. with

um for suppliers to connect with cus-

greater than before, but also that the

the goal of marrying their business

tomers. Whether existing businesses

time frame available for realizing val-

models, market strategies and I.T. ca-

or distributors are vulnerable will de-

ue from I.T. is far narrower. This is fur-

pabilities.

pend to a large extent upon how well

ther complicated by both the ever-

When determining their cor-

they provide alternative capabilities

increasing size of I.T. investments and

porations’ priorities for building
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EXHIBIT IV
I.T. MANAGEMENT MODELS

on a number of mission-critical efforts, including accelerating product
development and shortening supply
lines, for five years before being appointed C.I.O. in 1996. Mr. Reiner’s
charge is “to make information technology a competitive advantage for
G.E.” Putting him in charge of G.E.’s
worldwide investments in I.T. sent a
clear signal that G.E. was getting serious about exploiting I.T. for value,
Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton

...............................

across divisions and around the
world.

market-driving capabilities with I.T.,

model, business executives either

G.E. is not alone. We are seeing

the next challenge for C.E.O.’s re-

wield a great deal of influence or

more and more examples of major

volves around how the I.T. function is

control their own I.T. funding and

corporations repositioning their I.T.

resources.

investments to build competitive ad-

managed. There are two basic models
for managing I.T. — cost and value —

• Hybrid Model: The hybrid model

vantage. As we track the growth of the

and each has its own implications for

evolves when corporations try to

Internet and the recent penetration of

spending levels and potential invest-

optimize on both the cost and value

electronic commerce in many sec-

ment dollars. (See Exhibit IV.)

dimensions. The operating compo-

tors, it is clear that the way many cor-

Most corporations adopt one I.T.

nents and the capability-building re-

porations do business will change sig-

management model based on their

sources are often separated, some-

nificantly. Using new and different

own priorities and strategies, but

times with different managers

channels will change not only the way

some use a hybrid approach, sepa-

leading each.

they do business with customers, but

rating the scale-intensive functions

Over the past few years, we have

also their cost structures. This chang-

(for example, data center operations,

seen more companies trying to use

ing business environment requires

network infrastructure and support

the hybrid model. This reflects the

different business models, processes

activities) from the value-oriented

evolving partnership between the I.T.

and relationships. One size may not fit

ones. The differences between ap-

function and the business communi-

all, but the imperative fits everyone:

proaches are clear:

ty, as well as the increasingly urgent

C.E.O.’s must assess their corpora-

• Cost Model: The cost model re-

need to look at a corporation’s I.T.

tions’ I.T. capabilities and investment

quires a commitment to maintain-

spending and investment perfor-

performance with an understanding

ing an operating environment that

mance across major I.T. projects.

of the whole new ball game.

relies on mature hardware, software

Few corporations follow the pure

and network architecture, with

value approach to I.T. management,

WHAT CAN THE C.E.O. DO?

proven products that are stable and

but we are seeing a new breed of chief

Probably the earliest and certainly

well understood by the staff.

information officer whose manage-

the most prominent example of a

• Value Model: The value model is

ment objectives are truly value-based.

C.E.O. recognizing the potential for I.T.

predicated on meeting the specific

Gary Reiner of The General Electric

was General Electric’s Jack Welch,

needs of the business community,

Company is a good example. Mr. Rein-

who drove the proverbial stake into

often trading cost efficiency for new

er joined G.E. to head one of the cor-

the ground in 1995 when he charac-

capability-building activities. In this

porate strategy groups and worked

terized I.T. in G.E.’s annual report as
continued on page 89
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continued from page 86

“one of the top five growth initiatives that the company has
ever faced.” This was the same year
Microsoft recognized that it needed
an Internet browser capability to compete effectively in the future.
Quite simply, for most corporations, we see little room for debate: I.T.
must be on the C.E.O.’s agenda
because too many high-priority
agenda items rely on it for delivery and execution. And the C.E.O.
needs to lead the initiative so that
the rest of the management team
and the corporation as a whole will
understand the urgency and potential
impact.
Going forward, the corporate I.T.

I.T. investments be a key part of the

imperative is clearer than ever; it is

business strategy and be focused on

driving C.E.O.’s and management

building capabilities as an explicit

potential for leveraging I.T. to build

teams toward four key initiatives:

management objective.

competitive advantage will vary ac-

1. Make I.T. a key part of the

3. Manage I.T. spending and in-

cording to industry, competitive po-

C.E.O. agenda. The biggest decision

vestment priorities in line with the

sition and existing capabilities, the is-

the C.E.O. can make is to elevate I.T.

corporation’s overall investment pri-

sues that ultimately force C.E.O.’s to

to the ranks of the top-priority, high-

orities. After determining the overall

take action will likely come from cus-

est-visibility opportunities for the cor-

investment strategy and the proper

tomers and competitors.

poration. The visibility alone will help

role of I.T., the C.E.O. and manage-

C.E.O.’s now have before them a

keep the management team focused

ment team must drive the implemen-

vast array of I.T. opportunities that

on every opportunity to build com-

tation of the investment projects with

can affect virtually every function and

petitive advantage as well as on im-

a focus on demonstrable results.

every capability in the corporate port-

proving returns on the corporation’s
I.T. investments.

4. Deploy the best I.T. manage-

folio. To capitalize on these opportu-

ment model. This decision must be

nities, C.E.O.’s must understand how

2. Manage for value creation.

explicit and tied to the corporation’s

they can use I.T. to achieve many fun-

The C.E.O. and the management team

potential to build competitive advan-

damental goals and thereby build

must decide whether (and if so, to

tage with I.T. There are three options:

shareholder value. The early winners

what extent) they want to control I.T.

the cost model, the value model or a

have already figured out that tomor-

costs and/or build capabilities with

hybrid model that draws on the key

row’s opportunities for competitive

I.T. The key here lies in recognizing

objectives of both.

advantage will be driven by informa-

that this decision drives the entire op-

We believe most C.E.O.’s recog-

tion and the ability to use it, in real

portunity to build competitive advan-

nize that too much is at stake for any

tage with I.T., so it must line up with

corporation to disregard the potential

time, across an increasingly complex,
&
SB
global landscape.

the corporation’s overall market strat-

that I.T. represents in the emerging In-

egy. Managing for value requires that

formation Age. While a corporation’s
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